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WALK THROUGH ACCENTS via GOOGLE. . .A video was created of Accents’ interior for Google maps. You can see it by searching for our address:
4500 Shores Dr. Metairie LA 70002 on GOOGLE. (& only on Google). When you see the Google map and the image of our building, click on the building and

First let me say that the comment that I posted “We stitch together come hell or high water”
was a brain error on my part. It should have said “we STICK together come hell or high
water”. There’s also a shirt that says “when you go through deep waters I will be with
you”. This is not a shop related to cross stitch. You can find the link at

http://centralcrossthreads.com/flood2016_rebuildingcentral
which I think is a screen printing business in Central LA. The schools there were flooded
and they are selling the Tshirts for $15 and donating $8 of that price to the schools to help
get them opened.

Fyi: the following comments in green print were received from Michele E (a customer whose advice I trust completely). . . - gayle

When I'm cleaning old linens and needlework, I soak them in Biz and Orvus soap – over the course of a couple of
days if needed, changing out the water every day. The same thing should work with flooded items that have dirt
stains. Biz was once easy to find in every grocery store, but I can find it now at Target by the oxiclean. Orvus is the
‘horse soap’ that quilters and restorers have been using for years. In bulk, you can probably find it at feed & seed
stores and in small quantities, it used to be available at quilt stores – it may still be – it is extremely concentrated and
I am still using my original bottle for all these years. It is a strong soap on dirt, but very mild on fabric. I use it to

wash all my needlework when I am finished stitching. [fyi: Accents sells a product called FabriCare which is Orvus . . . - gayle]

As for getting out dye that has run, use Synthropol. You can either soak and wash the entire item or you can spot
clean then rinse, rinse, rinse. I once got out a large dot of black Sharpie marker from a white satin Nutcracker cos-
tume☺ (someone had set an unopened marker on the costume for many minutes so it was bad…).

As for storage – beware of storing fibers, [FYI: Angela tells me that the floss bags we were cleaning were the type that craft stores

sell which had the hole punched in the bag itself instead of above the zip seal like the Floss-a-way bags. . . - gayle] fabrics and papers
in completely airtight containers on a long term basis. I did a bunch of reading on storage when I was quilting. Most
plastics leach chemicals which, over time, will discolor your items. And especially given our humid climate, you
could actually have moisture trapped inside that could eventually cause problems. Perhaps the best solution is to
have extra totes or those really heavy duty Ziplocs or Spacesaver bags and such so that when weather is approach-

ing, you can store items. [fyi: was told by another customer that Spacesaver bags can get tiny holes in them, especially if you have ani-
mals with toe nails. . . - gayle Hope that the above info helps some of you save some items that you felt were not saveable.

Angela finished stitching the halloween design at left. Accents is of-
fering a very limited number of supply packs with the materials and
instructions for you to stitch the design in the same manner. The
supply packs will contain all of the materials that you need to put the
design together exactly as you see it here. It is stitched on Crystal
Doubloon fabric using overdyed silk floss, overdyed cotton floss,
Weeks Dye Works wool, petite treasure braid, DMC floss, petite silk
lame, a pumpkin button and Mill Hill beads. It was mounted and
attached onto the wood plaque. It was finished with petite orange
pom poms around the edge, a bat counting pin and a black, silver or
orange bow. Also included is the wood plaque, foam board, pellon,

lacing thread & needles. Supply packs will be ready to be picked up on September 28th. You specify if you
want 28th linen or 14 Aida when you register. The cost for the supply packs including tax is $25 which is
payable upon registration. If you want to reserve a kit come by to register or call with a cc number.

I am stitching Mill Hill’s
kit of Baby Jesus. Next
will be Mary, than Jo-
seph. I hope to have
them ready for Christmas
this year.


